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Abstract

Modeling human behavioral data is challenging due to its scale, sparseness (few
observations per individual), heterogeneity (differently behaving individuals), and
class imbalance (few observations of the outcome of interest). An additional
challenge is learning an interpretable model that not only accurately predicts
outcomes, but also identifies important factors associated with a given behavior.
To address these challenges, we describe a statistical approach to modeling
behavioral data called the structured sum-of-squares decomposition (S3D). The
algorithm, which is inspired by decision trees, selects important features that
collectively explain the variation of the outcome, quantifies correlations between
the features, and partitions the subspace of important features into smaller, more
homogeneous blocks that correspond to similarly-behaving subgroups within the
population. This partitioned subspace allows us to predict and analyze the
behavior of the outcome variable both statistically and visually, giving a medium
to examine the effect of various features and to create explainable predictions.
We apply S3D to learn models of online activity from large-scale data collected
from diverse sites, such as Stack Exchange, Khan Academy, Twitter, Duolingo,
and Digg. We show that S3D creates parsimonious models that can predict
outcomes in the held-out data at levels comparable to state-of-the-art
approaches, but in addition, produces interpretable models that provide insights
into behaviors. This is important for informing strategies aimed at changing
behavior, designing social systems, but also for explaining predictions, a critical
step towards minimizing algorithmic bias.

Keywords: computational social science; empirical studies; online social
networks; human behavior; feature selection

1 Introduction

Explanation and prediction are complementary goals of computational social sci-

ence [1]. The former focuses on identifying factors that explain human behavior,

for example, by using regression to estimate parameters of theoretically-motivated

models from data. Insights gleaned from such interpretable models have been used

to inform the design of social platforms [2] and intervention strategies that steer

human behavior in a desired direction [3]. In recent years, prediction has become

the de-facto standard for evaluating learned models of social data [4]. This trend,

partly driven by the dramatic growth of behavioral data and the success of machine

learning algorithms, such as decision trees and support vector machines, empha-

sizes ability to accurately predict unseen cases (out-of-sample or held out data)

over learning interpretable models [5, 6].
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Motivated by the joint goals of prediction and explanation, we propose Struc-

tured Sum-of-Squares Decomposition (S3D) algorithm, a method for learning inter-

pretable statistical models of behavioral data. The algorithm, a variant of regression

trees [7], builds a single tree-like structure that is both highly interpretable and can

be used for out-of-sample prediction. In addition, the learned models can be used

to visualize data. S3D is a mathematically principled method that addresses the

computational challenges associated with mining behavioral data. Such data is usu-

ally massive, containing records of many individuals, each with a large number of,

potentially highly correlated, features. However, the data is also sparse (with only a

few observations available per individual) and unbalanced (few examples of the be-

havior within each class). Yet another challenge is heterogeneity: data is composed

of subgroups that vary widely in their behavior. For example, the vast bulk of social

media users have very few followers and post a few messages, but a few users have

millions of followers or are extremely prolific posters. Ignoring heterogeneity could

lead analysis to wrong conclusions due to statistical paradoxes [8, 9].

S3D works as follows: given a set of features {Xi}Mi=1 and an outcome variable Y ,

S3D identifies a subset of m important features that are orthogonal in their relation-

ship with the outcome and collectively explain the largest amount of the variation

in the outcome. In addition to these selected features, S3D identifies correlations

between all features, thus providing important insights into the effects of features

that were not selected by the model. Similar to regression trees and other decision

trees, the S3D algorithm recursively partitions the m-dimensional space defined by

the selected features into smaller, more homogeneous subgroups or bins, where the

outcome variable exhibits little variation within each bin but significant variation

between bins; however, it does so in a structured way, by minimizing variation in the

outcome conditioned on the existing partition. The decomposition effectively creates

an approximation of the (potentially non-linear) functional relationship between Y

and the features, while the structured nature of the decomposition gives the model

interpretability and also reduces overfitting. The resulting model is parsimonious

and, despite its low complexity, is a highly performant predictive tool.

To demonstrate the utility of the proposed method, we apply it to model a variety

of datasets, from benchmarks to large-scale heterogeneous behavioral data that we

collect from social platforms, including Twitter, Digg, Khan Academy, Duolingo,

and Stack Exchange. Across datasets, performance of S3D is competitive to existing

state-of-the-art methods on both classification and regression tasks, while it also of-

fers several advantages. We highlight these advantages by showing how S3D reveals

the important factors in explaining and predicting behaviors, such as experience,

skill, and answer complexity when analyzing performance on the question answer-

ing site Stack Exchange or essential nodal attributes, such as activity and rate of

receiving information on the social networks Digg and Twitter. Qualitatively, S3D

visualizes the relationship between the outcome and features, and quantifies their

importance via prediction task. Surprisingly, despite high heterogeneity of these

relationships in many datasets, just a few important features identified by S3D can

predict held-out data with remarkable accuracy.

Machine learning, data science, and social science communities have proposed

different solutions to learning models of data. Popular among these are regression
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methods, such as linear and logistic regression. Lasso [10] and elastic net [11] im-

prove on standard regression, using regularization to reduce the dimensionality of

the feature space and to prevent overfitting. Decision trees and their regression tree

variants that inspired S3D, such as CART [7], BART [12], and MARS [13], partition

data into non overlapping subsets to minimize the variance of response variable, or

some other cost function, within these subsets. Ensemble tree-based methods, such

as random forests [14], learn a model as a sum or ensemble of individual decision

trees. However, while these approaches address one set of challenges, they often

trip over the remaining ones. Regression models (e.g., ridge, lasso, elastic net) are

limited by their specified functional form, and cannot capture relationships in data

that do not adhere to this form. Decision trees, including random forests, on the

other hand, are very effective at capturing non-linear and unbalaced data, but have

limited interpretability. While they offer a measure of feature importance, the rela-

tionship between the outcome and features is not easily analyzable: explaining the

predictions requires navigating the depths of many trees—with features potentially

repeating at different levels—a herculean task at best. Our method, on the other

hand, is fully transparent and allows for visualizing and explaining why predic-

tions were made. S3D has lower complexity than random forests, which typically

consist of dozens of trees; indeed S3D also has the advantage of having only two

tunable parameters, as opposed to twelve for a typical random forest. Finally, S3D

adds structure to the feature importance offered by random forests, showing which

subset of features are sufficient for explaining variation in outcomes, as well con-

structing feature networks which show correlation between features and where the

variance from the other features is absorbed.

S3D learns a low complexity model with only two hyperparameters. Its ability

to capture non-linear and heterogeneous behavior, while remaining interpretable,

makes it a valuable computational tool for the analysis of behavioral data.

2 Method
We present the Structured Sum-of-Squares Decomposition algorithm (S3D), a vari-

ant of regression trees [7, 12, 13], that takes as input a set of features X = {Xi}Mi=1

and an outcome variable Y and selects a smaller set of m important features that

collectively best explain the outcome. The method partitions the values of each

important feature XS
i to decompose the m-dimensional selected feature space into

smaller non-overlapping blocks, such that Y exhibits significant variation between

blocks but little variation within each block. These blocks allow us to approximate

the functional relationship Y = f(X) as a multidimensional step function over

all blocks in the m-dimensional selected feature space, thus capturing non-linear

relationships between features and the outcome.

Our method chooses features recursively in a forward selection manner, so that

features chosen at each step explain most of the variation in Y conditioned on

the features chosen at the previous steps. Features that are correlated will explain

much of the same variation in Y , and our approach of successively choosing fea-

tures based on how much remaining variation in Y they explain results in a set

XS = {XS
i }mi=1 of important features that are orthogonal in their relationships

with Y . By decomposing data recursively, we create a parsimonious model that
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quantifies relationships not only between the features Xi and the outcome variable

Y , but also among the features themselves. We show that our model is able to

achieve performance comparable to state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms on

prediction tasks, while offering advantages over those methods: our algorithm uses

only two tuning parameters, can represent non-linear relationships between vari-

ables, and creates an interpretable model that is amenable to analysis and produces

insights into behavior that merely predictive models do not give.

2.1 Structured Feature Space Decomposition

A key concept used to describe variation in observations {yi}Ni=1 of a random vari-

able Y is the total sum of squares SST , which is defined as SST =
∑N
i=1(yi − ȳ)2,

where ȳ =
∑N
i=1 yi/N is the sample mean of the observations. The total sum of

squares is intrinsically related to variation in Y ; indeed the sample variance σ̂2 of

Y can be directly obtained from this quantity as σ̂2 = SST/(N − 1).

Given a feature Xj , one method of quantifying how much variation in Y can

be explained by Xj is as follows: (1 ) partition Xj into a collection PXj of non-

overlapping bins, (2 ) compute the number of data points Np and the average value

ȳp of Y in each bin p ∈ PXj , and (3 ) decompose the total sum of squares of Y as

N∑
i=1

(yi − ȳ)2 =
∑
p∈PXj

Np(ȳp − ȳ)2 +
∑
p∈PXj

Np∑
i=1

(yp,i − ȳp)2, (1)

where yp,i here is the i’th data point in bin p. The first sum on the right hand side

of Eq. (1) is the explained sum of squares (or sum of squares between groups), a

weighted average of squared differences between global (ȳ) and local (ȳp) averages

that measures how much Y varies between different bins p of Xj . The second sum is

the residual sum of squares (or sum of squares within groups), which measures how

much variation in Y remains within each bin p. The R2 coefficient of determination

is then the proportion of the explained sum of squares to the total sum of squares,

given by

R2 =

∑
p∈PXj

Np(ȳp − ȳ)2

SST
. (2)

The R2 measure takes values between zero and one, with large values of R2 in-

dicating a larger proportion of the variation of Y explained by Xj . This method

of approximating the functional relationship between Y and Xj as a step function

with bins, or groups PXj and corresponding values ȳp, allows us to quantify the

variation in Y explained by Xj through the R2 of the corresponding step function

as given by Eq. (2).

2.1.1 Partitioning Values of a Feature

We now introduce a method to systematically learn the partition PXj of the feature

Xj which will be central to our algorithm. Given the data, we can split the domain

of the feature Xj at the value s into two bins: Xj ≤ s and Xj > s. From Eq. (2),
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we see that the proportion of variation in Y explained by such a split is

R2(s;Xj) =
NXj≤s(ȳXj≤s − ȳ)2 +NXj>s(ȳXj>s − ȳ)2

SST
, (3)

where NXj≤s and ȳXj≤s are the number of data points and average value of Y in

the bin Xj ≤ s, and vice versa for NXj>s and ȳXj>s. R
2(s;Xj) can be computed for

each possible value of s in the domain of Xj , and we can choose the optimal split

s1 as the split s that maximizes R2(s;Xj) of Eq. (3). Choosing s1, and partitioning

the domain of Xj into PXj = {[min(Xj), s1], (s1,max(Xj)]}, we can again find the

next best split s2 to optimize the improvement in R2. In general, having chosen n

splits {su}nu=1 with a resulting partition PXj of n+ 1 bins, the next best split sn+1

can be chosen as the split s that maximizes the improvement in R2 as given by

∆R2(s|PXj ;Xj) =
1

SST

(
Np(s)|Xj≤s(ȳp(s)|Xj≤s)

2

+ Np(s)|Xj>s(ȳp(s)|Xj>s)
2 −Np(s)(ȳp(s))2

)
(4)

where p(s) in Eq. (4) is the bin in PXj that contains the point s and p(s)|Xj ≤ s

(resp. p(s)|Xj > s) is the restriction of that bin to points Xj ≤ s (resp. Xj > s).

In this manner, we recursively split the domain of Xj to create a partition of the

feature.

However, splitting in this manner can continue indefinitely, resulting in a model

that is too fine-grained and thus overfits the data. To prevent overfitting, we need a

stopping criterion. To this end we introduce a loss function L(PXj ) that penalizes

the size |PXj | of the partition, i.e., the number of bins:

L(PXj ) = 1−R2(PXj ) + λ|PXj |. (5)

The parameter λ controls how fine-grained the bins are: smaller values of λ allow

for more finer bins, and vice versa. The loss function of Eq. (5) reaches a minimum

when the change in R2(PXj ) from adding an extra split to PXj is less than λ—at

this point we stop splitting and return the partition PXj .

Having formed the partition PXj of Xj with splits {su}nu=1, the total score R2(Xj)

can be calculated from Eq. (2), or by summing R2(s1;Xj) from Eq. (3) along with

the ∆R2 terms in Eq.(4) for each of the splits {su}nu=2. Completing this procedure

for all features gives a measure of how much variation in Y each feature alone

explains, and ranking these features allows us to choose the most important feature

XC1 that explains the largest amount of the variation in Y .

2.1.2 Selecting Additional Features

After choosing the most important feature, we search the rest of the features for

one that explains most of the remaining variance in Y , then the third feature, and

so on. Here, we describe the procedure for finding the next best feature having

already chosen l features XS = {XS
1 , . . . , X

S
l } with a corresponding partition PS =

PS1 ×· · ·×PSl , where × here is the cartesian product. In this case, a total R2(PS) =
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∑
p∈PS Np(ȳp− ȳ)2/SST of the variation in Y has been explained, and we now look

for the feature that best explains the remaining variation 1−R2(PS).

Given a remaining feature Xj , we partition the domain of Xj similarly to how we

partitioned it when choosing the first feature. The first split s1 of Xj is chosen as

the value s that maximizes the improvement in R2, given by

∆R2(s|PS ;Xj) =
1

SST

∑
p∈PS

(
Np|Xj≤s(ȳp|Xj≤s)

2

+ Np|Xj>s(ȳXj>s)
2 − Np(ȳp)2

)
, (6)

where p|Xj ≤ s (resp. p|Xj > s) is the set of data points in p ∈ PS for which

Xj ≤ s (resp. Xj > s). In general, given n splits and a corresponding partition PXj
of Xj , the n+ 1’st split is chosen as the value s that maximizes

∆R2(s|PXj ,PS ;Xj) =
1

SST

∑
p∈PS×PXj |s∈p

(
Np|Xj≤s(ȳp|Xj≤s)

2

+ Np|Xj>s(ȳXj>s)
2 − Np(ȳp)2

)
, (7)

with the sum in Eq. (7) taken over all elements p of PS × PXj that contain the

point s. The loss function in the general setting is

L(PXj |PS) =
1−R2(PS × PXj )

1−R2(PS)
+ λ|PXj |, (8)

where the denominator of the fractional first term in Eq. (8) normalizes this term

to be between zero and one, is the case in Eq. (5). This normalization is necessary

because as we progress through the algorithm, subsequent features may explain

less of the variance of Y (as features are chosen hierarchically), and so changes in

1−R2(PS ×PXj ) by splitting Xj are smaller. The effect of this would be a coarser

binning of the feature, and so the normalization ensures that this is not the case

and that the feature is binned consistently at each stage of the algorithm. Again,

the partition PXj of Xj is chosen that minimizes the loss function of Eq. (8), and

the R2 improvement is calculated for this feature as

∆R2(PXj |PS) = R2(PS × PXj )−R2(PS). (9)

This procedure is repeated for all remaining features Xj to select the feature Xl+1

with the maximal R2 improvement.

This process of binning features, calculating their improvement ∆R2 and choosing

the one with the largest improvement continues until no further variation in Y can

be explained or until an alternative stopping condition (such as a pre-specified maxi-

mum number of steps) is met. Our algorithm learns a hierarchy of important features

that explain the variation in Y and a decomposition PS with corresponding values

{ȳp}p∈PS approximating the functional relationship between the outcome and the

features. Note that, when binning a feature, once the vectors {{Np|Xj≤s}p∈PS}s
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and {{ȳp|Xj≤s}p∈PS}s have been constructed (an operation that takes O(N) time),

the binning is independent of N , and instead depends on the number of unique

values of the feature (as required to calculate the optimal splits s at each step). The

fact that S3D scales linearly with the number of data points N allows us to apply

the algorithm to large datasets, such as the Twitter and Digg (see Section 3).

2.1.3 Hyperparameters

The S3D model has two hyperparameters: (1 ) λ that controls granularity of feature

binning; (2 ) k that specifies the number of features to use for prediction. Both are

important to prevent overfitting — as left unrestricted, the algorithm can learn

too fine-grained a model that fails to generalize to unseen data. We note that it

is possible to stop early in the training phase by restricting the maximum number

of features to select. In other words, the algorithm can stop when the number of

selected features reaches a predefined value. Nonetheless, it is recommended not to

lay any limit during the training phase but rather tune k in the validation step.

To tune the hyperparameters, we train S3D for various values of λ, in each case

letting the algorithm continue until there is no further improvement in R2. This

results in a model with mλ selected features and partition PSλ = {PSλ1 , ..., PSλmλ}.
Then, for k ∈

[
1,mλ

]
, we evaluate the predictive performance of the model using

only the top k selected features and the sub-partition {PSλ1 , ..., PSλk }. Performance

is measured on held-out tuning data using a specified metric. The optimal hyper-

parameters (λ, k) are those that achieve the best performance on held-out data.

2.2 Applications of the Learned Model

Given a dataset, S3D learns an ordered set of important, orthogonal features XS , a

partitioning PS of the selected feature space with corresponding ȳp and Np values

for each block p ∈ PS , and ∆R2 for each remaining variable at each step of the

algorithm. This decomposition serves as a parsimonious model of data and can be

used for feature selection, feature correlation, prediction and analysis as described

below.

2.2.1 Feature Selection and Correlations

The ordered set XS of important, orthogonal features allows us to quantify feature

importance in heterogeneous behavioral data. The top-ranked features explain the

largest amount of variation in the outcome variable, while each successive feature

explains most of the remaining variation that is not explained by the features that

were already selected.

Aside from the selected features XS , S3D provides insights into features that

are not selected by the algorithm, quantifying variation that they explain in the

outcome variable that is made redundant through the selected variables. This is

calculated in the following manner. At a given step l of the algorithm, feature

XS
l is selected as the best feature with an R2 improvement of ∆R2(PXSl |P

S(l−1))

(Eq. (9)), where PS(l−1) is the partition prior to step l. Meanwhile, a different

remaining feature Xj has an R2 improvement of ∆R2(PXj |PS(l−1)). At the next

stage of the algorithm, given XS
l has been selected, Xj will have an R2 improvement
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of ∆R2(PXj |PS(l−1) × PXSl ), and thus the variation in Xj that is made redundant

through the selection of XS
l is the difference between these two ∆R2:

aXj ,XSl = ∆R2
(
PXj

∣∣PS(l−1))−∆R2
(
PXj

∣∣PS(l−1) × PXSl ). (10)

The coefficients aXj ,XSi facilitate our analysis of the effect of unselected features on

the outcome variable, and we implement them as weights in a feature network that

is weighted and directed. This network gives a tool for analysis—unselected features

that otherwise can explain much of the variation in the outcome will have heavy

links, and the selected features XS
l to which these links point reveal correlations

and through which selected features the unselected feature is made redundant.

2.2.2 Prediction

The learned model can be used as a predictive tool for both discrete and continuous-

valued outcome variables. Given input data x, the model predicts the expected

value µ̂ of Y as µ̂|x = ȳp(x), where p(x) is the block in decomposition PS to which

x belongs. For continuous-valued outcome variables, this predicted expected value

µ̂ will be the prediction of the outcome of Y , i.e., ŷ|x = ȳp(x). For discrete-valued

outcomes, the expected value has to be thresholded to predict an outcome class.

For binary outcomes Y ∈ {0, 1}, µ̂|x = ȳp(x) is the maximum likelihood estimate

of the probability of the outcome Y = 1 in the block p(x), and thus our model

specifies that the outcome Y = 1|x will occur with probability ȳp(x). By choosing

an appropriate discrimination threshold θ, our model then makes the prediction ŷ

as

ŷ|x =

1 ȳp(x) ≥ θ
0 ȳp(x) < θ.

(11)

Unbalanced Data. Two of the datasets that we study, Digg and Twitter, are highly

unbalanced—their outcome variables (whether the user adopts a meme) are binary,

and the proportions of positive outcomes in the data are 0.0025 and 0.0007 respec-

tively. Using the standard discrimination threshold θ = 0.5 results in predicting

an insufficient number of ones. To address this issue, we choose the discrimination

threshold based on the training data, picking the largest value θ = θ′, such that

the number of predicted positive examples in the training data is greater than or

equal to the actual number of positive examples in the training set. This threshold

is then used for prediction on the held-out tuning data, as well as on the test data.

Note that, for these two datasets, we also alter the discrimination threshold for the

regression and random forest models in the same manner.

2.2.3 Analysis and Model Interpretation

One of the more novel contributions of S3D is its potential for model exploration.

By selecting features sequentially, we create a model where typically lower amounts

of variation are explained at successive levels, and so a visual analysis of the first few

important dimensions of the model allows us to understand the effects of the impor-

tant features on data and predictions. The expectations ȳp for each block p ∈ PS
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facilitate this exploration, approximating the relationship Y = f(X) between out-

come and features. Furthermore, for binary data, the predicted outcomes obtained

by thresholding the expectations show how predictions change as a function of the

features, which allows for explaining predictions and visually exploring the data.

2.3 Comparison to State-of-the-art

We compare S3D to logistic regression (Lasso and elastic net [11]), random forests

[14], and support vector machines with linear kernel (linear SVM) [15], using 5-fold

cross validation (CV; Section 6.2). These algorithms are ideal benchmarks for S3D,

with the ability to provide feature importance scores and therefore interpretability

to the trained models. Further, we emphasize that S3D can produce sparse models

that can do both feature selection and prediction. As shown in Section 3.2, S3D

performs similarly to logistic regression in both classification and regression (Fig-

ures 2 and 3), but uses fewer features (Figure 4). Finally, both random forests [16]

and linear SVM [17] are proven to be adequately powerful in prediction tasks while

being relatively simple to train.

We partition data into five equal size folds,[1] each of which is rotated as a hold-

out set for testing. For classification (except random forests), we standardize feature

values by centering and scaling variance to one. For regression, both features and

target values are standardized. Standardization of test set is based on training data.

In each run, we train and tune the models on four folds, where three are used for

training and one for validation. Finally we evaluate the performance of the tuned

models on the remaining test fold. The final evaluation is therefore the average

performance across each of the five folds. In other words, we tune the hyperparam-

eters with 4-fold CV (hereafter inner CV ) and evaluate the performance of the

optimal models with 5-fold CV (hereafter outer CV.) For classification tasks, we

evaluate performance using (1 ) accuracy (i.e., the percentage of correctly classified

data points), (2 ) F1 score (i.e., the harmonic mean of precision, the percentage of

predicted ones that are correctly classified, and recall, the percentage of actual ones

that are correctly classified), and (3 ) area under the curve (AUC.) For regression

tasks, we employ (1 ) root mean squared error (RMSE), (2 ) mean absolute error

(MAE-Mean), (3 ) median absolute error (MAE-Median). Note that for classifica-

tion tasks, higher values of the metrics imply better performance. For regression

tasks, lower values of the metrics imply better performance. During the inner CV

phase (i.e., hyperparameter tuning), we optimize classification performance on AUC

scores and regression on RMSE scores.

For Lasso regression we tune the strength of l1 regularization. For elastic net

regression, we tune the strengths of both l1 and l2 regularizations. For random

forests, we tune (1 ) the number of features to randomly select for each decision tree,

(2 ) the minimum number of samples required to make a prediction, (3 ) whether or

not to bootstrap when sampling data for each decision tree, and (4 ) criterion of the

quality of a split (choices are Gini impurity or information gain for classification;

MAE or MSE for regression.) For linear SVM, we tune the penalty parameter for

regularization.

[1]For classification tasks, each fold is made by preserving the ratio of samples in

each class (i.e., stratified.)
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Finally, we compare performance of models of similar complexity. Since S3D makes

predictions using a small number of features, we also retrain the random forest on a

similarly small number of features (although, random forest is more complex, since

it is an ensemble method). First, we use random forest to rank all the features and

retrain the model on the top-k (and top-2k) ranked features, where k is the number

of important features selected by S3D. This enables us to compare the performance

of models that use similar number of features. In addition, we investigate the effects

of using S3D for supervised feature selection. Specifically, we train random forests

using only features chosen by S3D (i.e., k features).

3 Results
We apply S3D[2] to benchmark datasets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository

[18] and Lúıs Torgo’s personal website. [3] In addition, we include five large-scale

behavioral datasets, as described in the following paragraphs. ?? lists all 18 datasets

used in both classification and regression tasks, along with their statistics. See

Section 6 for more detailed description on data preprocessing.

Behavioral data came from various social platforms:

• Stack Exchange. The Q&A platform Stack Exchange enables users to ask

and answer questions. Askers can also accept one of the answers as the best

answer. This enables us to measure answerer performance by whether their

answer was accepted as the best answer or not. The data we analyze includes

a random sample of all answers posted on Stack Exchange from 08/2009 until

09/2014 that preserves the class distribution. Each record corresponds to an

answer and contains a binary outcome variable Y ∈ {0, 1} (one indicates the

answer was accepted, and zero otherwise), along with a variety of features.

In total there are 14 features, including answer-based features, such as the

number of words, lines of code and hyperlinks to Web content the answer

contains, the number of other answers the question already has, its readability

score; as well as such as answerer’s reputation, how long the answerer has

been registered (signup duration in months) and as a percentile rank (signup

percentile), the number of answers they have previously written, time since

the previous answer, the number of answers written by the answerer in his or

her current session, and answer’s position within the session.

• Khan Academy. The online educational platform Khan Academy enables users

learn a subject then practice what they learned through a sequence of ques-

tions on the subject. We study performance during the practice stage by look-

ing at whether users answered the questions correctly on their first attempt

(Y = 1) or not (Y = 0). We study an anonymized sample of questions an-

swered by adult Khan Academy users over a period from 07/2012 to 02/2014.

For each question a user answers we have 19 features: as with Stack Exchange,

these include answer-based, user-based, and other temporal features.

• Duolingo. The online language learning platform Duolingo is accessed through

an app on a mobile device. Users are encouraged to use the app in short bursts

[2]S3D is available as C++ code and Python wrapper: see https://github.com/

peterfennell/S3D.
[3]https://www.dcc.fc.up.pt/~ltorgo/Regression/DataSets.html

https://github.com/peterfennell/S3D
https://github.com/peterfennell/S3D
https://www.dcc.fc.up.pt/~ltorgo/Regression/DataSets.html
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during breaks and commutes. The data[4] was made available as part of a

previous study [2]. The data contains a 2-week sample (02/28/2013 through

03/12/2013) of ongoing activity of users learning a language. All users in this

data started lessons before the beginning of the data collection period. We

focus on 45K users who completed at least five lessons. The median number

of lessons was 7, although some had as many as 639 lessons. Performance on

a lesson is defined as Y = 1 if the user got all the words in the lesson correct;

otherwise, it is Y = 0. Features describing the user include how many lessons

and sessions the user completed, how many perfect lessons the user had, the

month and day of the lesson, etc.

• Digg. The social news platform Digg allows users to post news stories, which

their followers can like or “digg.” When a user diggs a story, that story is

broadcast to his or her followers, a mechanism that allows for the diffusion of

contents through the Digg social network. A further characteristic of Digg is

its front page — stories that are popular are promoted to the front page and

thus become visible to every Digg user. We study a dataset that tracks the

diffusion of 3,500 popular Digg stories from their submissions by a single user

to their eventual promotion to and residence on the Digg front page. We study

information diffusion on Digg by examining whether or not (Y ∈ {0, 1}) users

“digg” (i.e., adopt) a story following exposure of the story from their friends,

and thus share that information with their followers. The features associated

with adoption include user-based features, such as indegree and out degree

(number of followers and followees of the users), node activity (how often the

user posts), information received, (the rate at which the user receives infor-

mation for all followees), dynamics-related features such as the the number

of times the user was exposed to the story, story-related features such as its

global popularity in the previous hour, and diurnal-features, including the

hour of the day and day of the week. Through this data, we can study the

factors that are important in the spread of information in this social system.

• Twitter. On the online social network Twitter, users can post information,

which is then broadcast to their followers, i.e., the other Twitter users that

follow that user. This dataset tracks the spread of 65,000 unique URLs through

the Twitter social network during one month in 2010. Similarly to Digg, we

can study social influence and information diffusion by examining whether

(Y = 1) or not (Y = 0) a user posts a URL after being exposed to it when

one of his or her friends posts. The features associated with each exposure

event are the same as those for Digg.

We compare the average predictive performance across 5 holdout sets of S3D to

Lasso regression, elastic net regression, random forests, and linear SVM. We show

that S3D can achieve competitive performance with the benchmark algorithms with

a smaller set of features. Finally, we explore our tuned S3D models and demonstrate

their utility to understanding human behaviors in Section 3.3. Relevant datasets and

codes [5] can be used to replicate the following results.

3.1 Tuning hyperparameters

[4]https://github.com/duolingo/halflife-regression
[5]https://github.com/peterfennell/S3D/tree/paper-replication

https://github.com/duolingo/halflife-regression
https://github.com/peterfennell/S3D/tree/paper-replication
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Figure 1: Hyperparameter tuning on Stack Exchange data. Top: R2 in the training set as
a function of λ and k; Bottom: AUC on the held-out data. Note that for illustration, we
show the trajectory for only one of five splits. Different “best” hyperparameters may exist
for different splits.

An essential part of training a statistical model is hyperparameter tuning — in

the case of S3D, selecting the parameters λ and k. This procedure is illustrated

for Stack Exchange data in Figure 1, where we show the total R2 at each step of

the algorithm for various values of λ, as well as the AUCs at these steps computed

on the held-out tuning data. Overly small values of λ perform quite poorly on the

held-out data, as they produce very fine-grained partitions that overfit the data.

Larger values of λ avoid being too fine-grained —the R2 on the training set increases

initially but diverges again as extra features selected in additional steps overfit the

data (as shown through the decreasing performance on the held-out data; Figure 1

bottom). Parameter k (x-axis in Figure 1) controls the number of steps of S3D,

thus picking the optimal model between underfitting and overfitting. Supplementary

file s3d hyperparameter df.csv [6] reports the best hyperparamters for all datasets,

across the 4-fold inner CV processes.

3.2 Prediction Performance

Figures 2 and 3 report performance on the outer CV for all datasets S3D, random

forests, linear SVM, and logistic regressions (both Lasso and elastic net). Overall

S3D achieves predictive performance comparable to other state-of-the-art machine

learning methods.

In most cases, S3D’s performance is similar to that of logistic regression and linear

SVM. Its performance relative to random forest is especially remarkable considering

[6]https://raw.githubusercontent.com/peterfennell/S3D/paper-replication/replicate/s3d_

hyperparameter_df.csv

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/peterfennell/S3D/paper-replication/replicate/s3d_hyperparameter_df.csv
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/peterfennell/S3D/paper-replication/replicate/s3d_hyperparameter_df.csv
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Figure 2: Classification performance on 5-fold cross validation in 9 datasets. Error bars here
indicate one standard deviation. A higher bar (greater value) means better performance.

the difference in complexity of the models. S3D uses a subset of features and a simple

m-dimensional hypercube to make predictions, in stark contrast to random forests,

which use all features and learn many decision trees. In contrast, S3D selects a

small set of features, producing more parsimonious models as compared to Lasso

and elastic net regression (Figure 4).

S3D is especially useful as a feature selection method. Using just the few features

selected by S3D to train a random forest leads to highly competitive performance

on the regression task for many datasets (RF-S3D bars in Figure 3). Remarkably,

its performance is often better than that of the random forest trained on the full

feature set. This is likely because features selected by S3D are uncorrelated with

each other; while correlations among features used by the random forest reduce

performance.

Finally, we show that the runtime of S3D is competitive to the other four algo-

rithms (Figure 5). For each dataset, all models were trained using the best param-

eters found in inner CV and full training sets over each split (recall that there are

five splits) repeatedly ten times. Therefore, each box in Figure 5 shows the dis-

tribution of training time over a total of 50 runs. Note that the Python package

Scikit Learn [28] is used to implement logistic regression, random forest, and linear

SVM, therefore producing superb runtime performance as it is highly optimized.

We believe that the implementation of S3D can be further improved. For instance,

the timing of S3D implementation includes reading the input file, whereas the other

four have no such needs due to different setting. Furthermore, Figure 5 only reflects

training time with one set of hyperparameters for each model. While random forests

manifest outstanding efficiency, it is worth noting that the large amount of hyper-

parameters (in this study, we searched for four; there are at least four more) will
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Figure 3: Regression performance on 5-fold cross validation in 9 datasets. Error bars here
indicate one standard deviation. A higher bar (greater value) means worse performance.

inevitably lead to undesirably long hours of grid search. On other hand, S3D only

needs two (i.e., λ and k), which substantially reduce user effort in hyperparameter

tuning.

3.3 Analyzing human behavior with S3D

In this section, we present a detailed description of applying S3D to understand

human behaviors using Stack Exchange data [7]. We additionally included Digg in

Section 3.3.2 to demonstrate visualizations of the learned S3D model. Specifically,

we used the best hyperparameters during cross validation: λ = 0.001 and k = 5

for Stack Exchange; λ = 0.001 and k = 3 for Digg. We note that, to explain the

dataset, we applied S3D on all the data avaiable using the best hyperparameters,

which occurred most often during the cross validation processes.

3.3.1 Feature Selection and Correlations

For the large scale behavioral data, S3D selects a subset of features that collectively

explain the largest amount of the variation in the outcome variable. In the mean-

time, it quantifies correlations between selected features to unselected ones. In the

following, we describe selected features and examine the effects of the unselected

ones.

We give a detailed description of the features selected at each step (Figure 6)

and the resulting feature network (Figure 7). Figure 6 visually ranks the features

by showing the amount of variation explained by each feature at every step of the

algorithm. The features selected at each step are outlined in black. The first and

[7]See https://github.com/peterfennell/S3D/blob/paper-replication/replicate/3-visualize-models.

ipynb for results on the other four human behavior datasets.

https://github.com/peterfennell/S3D/blob/paper-replication/replicate/3-visualize-models.ipynb
https://github.com/peterfennell/S3D/blob/paper-replication/replicate/3-visualize-models.ipynb
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most important feature selected is the number of answers provided before this ques-

tion. This feature, for one thing, indicates how active a user is in the community.

For another, it implicitly reflects a user’s capability. Interestingly, there is obvi-

ous dependencies between the number of previous answers and (1 ) reputation, (2 )

signup duration/percentile, and (3 ) code lines. Given the amount of previous an-

swers in the model, the contribution of these features decrease dramatically. The

second feature S3D selects is signup percentile, which measures answerers’ “age”

on Stack Exchange as a percentile rank. Intuitively, the longer a user stays in the

system, the more likely they can accumulate their reputation and capability to pro-

duce a “good” answer. It is noteworthy that signup duration and percentile share

the exact amount of explained variation, which echoes the fact that the Spearman

correlation between them is 1 . Following user tenure, the number of lines of codes

is selected as the third most important feature, followed by the number of words

and URLs, which all, to some extent, manifest how informative an answer is. Note

that the variation explained by the features number of words and URLs exceeds

the variation explained by these features in the first step, leading to an interesting

implication that there may exist an interaction effect. In particular, given answers

with the same number of code lines and by answerers who signed up in similar

time period and shared similar activeness, the number of words and URLs will con-

tribute more to the final acceptance probability. The ability to identify moderation
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Figure 5: Training time of all five algorithms. Error bars indicate 25 and 75 percentiles,
respectively.

effects among variables, in fact, is a fascinating characteristic of S3D when analyzing

heterogeneous behavioral data.

With R2 = 0.075, the five selected features collectively explain the largest amount

of variation in whether an answer is accepted by the asker as the best answer to his

or her question. The unselected features have been made redundant by the selected

features. Such redundancies can be represented as a directed and weighted network

through the coefficients of Equation (10), as shown in Figure 7. Specifically, links

between selected features (purple) the unselected (pink) features show the variation

in the outcome explained by the pink node can be explained by the purple node.

The network visualizes the correlations and the significance of unselected features.

While some of the correlations are obvious, such as those between the number of

answers, user reputation, and tenure length (i.e., signup duration/percentile), others

are less evident. For example, there are links from reputation to the number of words,

and code lines, implying that reputable users may provide more detailed answers

containing informative clues such as references to related webpages and sample

codes. Although relatively weak, the link from answer position pointing towards

the number of answers a user provided before and signup percentile alludes that

senior users may tend to be more active and engaging in the community, therefore

being early answerers to many questions. The feature network, in this manner,

not only lets us analyze which unselected features are explanatory of an outcome
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variable, but to which selected features they are correlated and are made redundant,

providing a tool to suggest further exploration of correlations within the data.

In the Khan Academy dataset, S3D selects as important features: (1 ) the time it

takes the user to solve the problem; (2 ) the number of problems that the user has

solved on the first attempt without hints; (3 ) time since previous problem; (4 ) the

number of first five problems solved correctly on the first attempt; (5 ) index of the

session among all of that user’s sessions; (6 ) index of the problem within its session.

It is noteworthy that the second and fourth features here are analogous to signup

duration and reputation on Stack Exchange, as the number of problems that a user

solves correctly on their first attempt is a combination of both skill and tenure.

For the Duolingo language learning platform, S3D picks similar skill-based fea-

tures: (1 ) the number of all lessons completed perfectly; (2 ) the number of prior

lessons completed; (3 ) the number of distinct words in the lesson. Similarly, the

first feature here is equivalent to the second and fourth feature selected in Khan

Academy, which quantifies both skill and tenure.

In the case of Digg social network, to explain whether a user will “digg” (or “like”)

a story recommended by friends, S3D selects as important features: (1 ) user activity

(how many stories this user recommended); (2 ) the amount of information received

by this user from the people she follows; and (3 ) current popularity of this story

The first two features describe how a user processes and receives information, while

the third one reflects how “viral” a story is.
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For Twitter, S3D selects (1 ) the amount of information received by this user;

(2 ) in-degree (i.e., the number of followers and thus popularity) of friends; (3 ) the

number of times this user has been exposed to this meme; (4 ) user activity ; (5 ) the

age of this tweet; (6 ) user’s out-degree (followees). S3D identifies the information

received by the user as an important feature for both Digg and Twitter, which

highlights important role that cognitive load plays in information spread online [29].

On the other hand, the differences such as the lesser importance of user activity

and greater importance of a user’s friends in Twitter suggests interesting disparities

in the manner of information diffusion on these two platforms.

3.3.2 Model Analysis

One of the more novel contributions of S3D is its potential for data exploration. By

iteratively selecting features and measuring the amount of outcome variation they

explain (Figure 6), we can visualize the important dimensions of the model to fully

understand both effects of important features and the corresponding predictions.

See Section 7 for a more detailed step-by-step illustration.

For Stack Exchange, S3D selects five important features. We visualized the model

with the first four features in Figure 8, that unfolds the m = 4 hypercube learned
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Figure 8: Visualization of the S3D model learned for Stack Exchange, showing the decom-
position of feature space defined by the four most important features. These plots represent
the partition of the 4-dimensional hypercube, and show how the acceptance probability
(top) and corresponding predicted acceptance (bottom; red for label 1 and green for 0) of
data points vary within within the space. Gray areas have no observations.

by the model. It shows how the expectation (top plot) and the corresponding pre-

diction (bottom plot) that the answer will be accepted as best answer, vary as a

function of the four selected features. The prediction threshold selection is described
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in Section 2.2.2. Each row of plots in Figure 8 corresponds to a single bin of the

first selected feature number of answers before, while each column corresponds to

bins of the second feature signup percentile rank. Individual plots vary according to

the third and fourth features code lines and words. It is quite evident that variation

in the outcome (i.e., Figure 8 top plot) is greater between plots than within plots,

a result of the fact that features are picked successively to explain such variation.

These plots show the collective effects of these four features: acceptance increases

with the user’s experience (number of answers before feature) and tenure (signup

percentile rank). Furthermore, longer answers with more words and lines of code

are more likely to be accepted as best answers. Another interesting pattern emerges

when the number of answers provided before is above 3,587: the acceptance rate

rises when signup percentile goes down. In other words, given a high level of user en-

gagement in the community, newer users tend to produce answers that have higher

chances of being accepted. On the other hand, more senior users tend to have a

higher probability of having their answers accepted, when the number of previous

answers is lower.

We also examine the S3D model learned for Digg to illustrate its effectiveness on

highly unbalanced and heterogeneous data. Here, S3D selects as important features

user activity (i.e., how often a user posts per day), information received (the num-

ber of stories, or memes, a user’s friends recommend), and current popularity of the

story, i.e., how many users have recommended it. The model, presented in Figure 9,

shows extreme heterogeneity in data with values of features and adoption probabil-

ities varying widely, and notable here is S3D’s ability to learn appropriate binnings

of the features over many orders of magnitude. Specifically, the figure shows that

the probability of a user to adopt a story increases when he/she is more active in

the community (see also Figure S5), but decreases as users receive more informa-

tion from friends (see also Figure S6). Specifically, given relatively low activity (e.g.,

adopting fewer than 505 stories), those users seeing less information from friends

are more likely to adopt a new story (corresponding to higher color intensity on the

left hand side in each plot). The highly active users, on the other hand, also tend

to receive more information—around 1,000 stories per day—from friends. However,

they too are less likely to adopt a new story as they receive more information from

friends. These two features—user activity and information received—represent the

interplay between information processing and cognitive load. Our analysis high-

lights the extent of to which information overload, which occurs when users receive

more information than they can effectively process, inhibits adoption and spread of

memes online [29–31].

The third feature current popularity shows the impact of story popularity (i.e.,

virality or stickiness) on adoption. Our model shows that more popular stories are

more likely to be adopted by individuals, as would be expected of viral memes.

Striking is the absence of features related to the number or timing of exposures, ei-

ther as selected features or in the feature network. The exposure effects may be quite

subtle or even non-existent. The latter suggests that information on Digg spreads

as a simple contagion where the probability of adopting a meme is independent of

the number of exposures [32, 33].

The large heterogeneity as a function of basic node features has important impli-

cations for the inference of social contagion, because heterogeneity and underlying
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Figure 9: Visualization of the S3D model learned for Digg, showing the decomposition of
feature space defined by three most important features. Each plot shows adoption proba-
bility of a meme within each block in the 3D feature subspace. Each bottom plot shows
predicted meme adoptions. Gray areas have no observations.

confounders may distort analysis. A possible approach to such inference is to de-

compose the feature space, as in Figure 9, and statistically test the effect of multiple

exposures in the resulting homogeneous blocks, an approach that would ensure that

the most important factors that best explain the variation in the adoption of infor-

mation have been conditioned on.

4 Conclusion
We introduced S3D, a statistical model with low complexity but strong predictive

power and interpretability, that offers potential to greatly expand the scope of pre-

dictive models and machine learning. Our model gives a comprehensive description

of the feature space, not only by selecting the most important features, but also

by quantifying explained variation in the unselected features. This can be useful

for practitioners, who are often concerned with the relationship between specific

co-variates and an outcome variable. The decomposed feature space learned by the

model presents a powerful tool for exploratory data analysis, and a medium for ex-

plaining model predictions. This is a positive step towards transparent algorithms

that can be examined for bias, which presents a major stumbling block in the de-

velopment and application of machine learning.

We have demonstrated the effectiveness of S3D on a variety of datasets, including

benchmarks and real-world behavioral data, where it predicts outcomes in the held-

out data at levels comparable to state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms. Its

potential for interpreting complex behavioral data, however, goes beyond these al-

ternate methods. S3D provides a ranking of features by their importance to explain-

ing data, identifies correlated features, and can be readily used in visual data explo-

rations. Our approach reveals the important factors in explaining human behavior,

such as competition, skill, and answer complexity when analyzing performance on

Stack Exchange or essential user attributes such as activity and information load in

the social networks Digg and Twitter. Our method is self learning, involving mini-

mal tuning of two hyperparameters, while also capable of systematically revealing

the rich structure of complex data.

Aside from increasing our understanding of social systems, knowledge about what

factors affect behavioral outcomes can also help us design of social platforms that

improve human performance, including, for example, optimizing learning on edu-

cational platforms [2, 34] or fairer judicial decisions [35]. The insights gained from
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the model can help design effective intervention strategies that change behaviors so

as to improve individual and collective well-being.

Moving forward, there are two areas where S3D can make a considerable impact.

The first is the mathematical modeling of human behavior, [36–38], where S3D can

be used as a tool to extract model ingredients from data and help understand their

functional form. The second is the use of S3D by practitioners to both explain pre-

dictions and analyze interventions based on these predictions. Transparency should

be a key requirement for algorithms applied to sensitive areas such as predicting

recidivism, and our work here shows that simple algorithms, such as S3D, can not

only meet this requirement without sacrificing predictive accuracy. The development

of machine learning tools should not be restricted to optimizing one single metric

(predictive power), as other ingredients, such as interpretability, can improve how

these methods are perceived by society.
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5 Appendix

6 Data

We used 9 datasets for classification and regression tasks respectively (?? in the paper). Here we present a more

detailed description of the data sources and preprocessing.

6.1 Data Preprocessing

We downloaded the original data files from UCI Machine Learning Repository [18] and Lúıs Torgo’s personal

website[8]. In addition, we conducted further data cleaning before the experiments[9]:

• Classification: (1) For breast cancer (original), We dropped sample code number columns and removed

samples with missing values (all in feature “Bare Nuclei ”). (2) For parkinsons, we dropped ASCII subject

name and recording number.

• Regression: (1) For appliances energy use, we dropped date columns; (2) For residential building, we

dropped sales column when the target is costs and vice versa; (3) For parkinsons, we dropped columns

subject number, age, sex, and test time, which are individual subject information not used for prediction in

the original paper [27]. Finally, we note that log transformation of the target values were applied to

appliances energy use and both residential building to reduce skewness. Specifically, we used log2(x+ 1) to

avoid the logarithm of zero values.

The five remaining human behavior datasets are thoroughly described in Section 3 of the paper.

6.2 Cross Validation

To evaluate prediction performance, we applied nested cross validation (CV) on all datasets (Figure 10). Specifically,

we split each dataset into five equal-size folds (a.k.a., outer folds; 1 to 5 in Figure 10). Each of the five was picked

as test set (i.e., held out from the training and validation process). Given each outer test set (fold 1 in the

example), we conducted inner CV to find out the best hyperparameters for each predictive model based on the

average performance on all four folds (fold 2, 3, 4, and 5.) During inner CV, we conducted 4-fold CV, where each of

the four folds were held out as validation set (fold 2) and the rest (fold 3, 4, and 5) were inputs to the model.

Different sets of outer CV may produce different “best” hyperparameters. The final prediction performance is the

average value of those on each test set.

1 2 3 4 5

Test

Train
(inner)

Validation
(inner)

Train

Figure 10: Demonstration of nested cross validation for one iteration.

6.3 Data Standardization

When applying logistic regressions [10, page 63] and linear support vector machine (SVM) [? ], we standardized all

features (i.e., subtracting the mean and scaling to unit variance). For all regression data, regardless of regressors, we

standardized all columns (i.e., features as well as targets). Note that in both cases, we transformed values in the

test set based on the mean and variance of values in the training set.

[8]https://www.dcc.fc.up.pt/~ltorgo/Regression/DataSets.html
[9]https://github.com/peterfennell/S3D/blob/paper-replication/data/download-datasets.ipynb

http://dx.doi.org/10.1073/pnas.082090499
http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.112.158701
http://dx.doi.org/10.3389/fphy.2015.00071
https://www.dcc.fc.up.pt/~ltorgo/Regression/DataSets.html
https://github.com/peterfennell/S3D/blob/paper-replication/data/download-datasets.ipynb
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7 Visualizing Data with S3D
One of the strengths of S3D is its ability to create visualizations of learned models for data exploration. In this

section, we provide a detailed description of S3D visualizations of Stack Exchange and Digg data, starting from the

simplest models that partition the data on the most important feature, to the increasingly more complex models

that partition the feature space of several most important features.

7.1 Stack Exchange

The first important feature in Stack Exchange data, the number of answers before, reflects users’ experience.

Intuitively, the more answers a user has written in the past, the more likely that this user is to be active,

knowledgeable, and experienced; therefore, the more likely the current answer is to be accepted as best answer by

the asker. This is indeed reflected by the model learned by S3D, shown in Figure 11. Evidently, acceptance

probability increases monotonically with user experience ( Figure 11(a)). On the other hand, most users provide

fewer than 1,000 answers. While exceptional activity leads to remarkable acceptance rate, these users are rare in the

community ( Figure 11(b)).
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Figure 11: Model of Stack Exchange learned by S3D showing the partition for the first
important feature, the number of answers before. Each horizontal line in (a) represents
average acceptance probability of answers in each bin of the partition. For example, when
the number of answers written by the user before the current answer is greater than 104

(i.e., the last bin), there is an acceptance probability as high as 0.87; however, relatively
few (10,557) samples are in that bin (b), among the lowest of all bins in the partition.

In the second step, S3D included signup percentile as an additional feature to explain acceptance probability

(Figure 12). This feature represents user’s rank by length of tenure among all other answerers. Overall, we can see

an increasing trend of acceptance probability from the bottom left corner to top right, implying a positive

relationship where more senior and experienced users are more likely to get their answers accepted as best answers.

Indeed, we can see from Figure 12b that senior users are usually those who have written more answers than

newcomers. In the mean time, acceptance probability goes down when signup percentile is lower, given the number

of answers beyond 3,587. This interesting pattern indicates that answers provided by highly productive users,

newcomers, rather than seniors, are more likely to get their answers accepted as best answers.

In Figure 13 we proceed to look at models that include the third important feature: code lines. Each plot

in Figure 13(a) shows a bin with respect to the first important feature (number of answers written before this). The

range of the bin is shown just under each plot. Note that in each plot there are two zeros on the y-axis. We

manually expanded the range [0, 0] from a line to a band to make the binning more clear. In fact, S3D learns from

the data that answers that include programming code have a better chance of being accepted (i.e., the color in

Figure 13a is less blue when the number of code lines is above zero), although most answers do not contain code

(Figure 13b). The model with four features can be found in the main paper in Figure 8.

Finally, Figure 14a shows the S3D model with the fourth important feature, word, which is the number of words in

an answer. Generally, the longer—and presumably the more informative—the answer, the more likely it is to get

accepted. Meanwhile, the distribution of words among answers mostly stayed in the bottom half (i.e., below 178

word counts) as shown in Figure 14b. See Section 3.3.2 for an in-depth discussion.

7.2 Digg

The first important feature identified by S3D in the Digg data is user activity (Figure 15). Recall that the target

variable is whether or not a user will “digg” a story a story following an exposure by a friend. Digging a story is

similar to retweeting a post on Twitter, hence, we generically refer to it as “adopting” a story or a meme. While,

intuitively, more active users are more likely to “digg” stories, the increment as shown in Figure 15a is generally very

small, implying the existence of a more complex behavioral mechanism of meme adoption.

In the next step, S3D finds that information received by users is an important feature (Figure 16), with which S3D

discovers a more fine-grained partition of data. This feature describes the user’s information load, that is the

number of stories “dugg” or recommended by friends. Probability to “digg” increases when going from top left to

bottom right. Indeed, active users who have lower information load are more likely to “digg” the stories they receive.
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Figure 12: S3D model of Stack Exchange data based on two features, the number of answers
before and signup percentile. Each cell line represents a partition of data based on both
features, e.g., when the number of answers written before the current answer ranges from
3,587 to 11,033 and signup percentile is from 0.3 to 0.58, there is an acceptance probability
as high as 1, although the frequency of data samples in this bin is 1,666.
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Figure 13: S3D model for Stack Exchange data with three important features: the number
of answers before, signup percentile, and code lines. The interpretation is the same as
Figure 12.

Nonetheless, most users are not active but receive a huge load of information from their neighbors (Figure 16b). See

Figure 9 in the paper for the model with three features.

The last feature that S3D picked is the current popularity of this meme, which measures how “viral” a story is

(Figure 17a). See Section 3.3.2 for a more detailed description on the learned model. Overall, users tend to “digg ”

a popular story, implying the Matthew effect on diffusion of Digg stories. In Figure 17b, it is interesting to see that

most users are exposed to viral stories.
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Figure 14: S3D model of Stack Exchange data with four important features: the number of
answers before, signup percentile, code lines, and words, showing probability of acceptance
(top) and number of samples in each bin (bottom).
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Figure 15: S3D model of Digg data, showing the partition of based on the first important
feature user activity.
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Figure 16: S3D model for Digg with two feature, user activity and information received.
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Figure 17: Full S3D model for Digg data with three important features: user activity,
information received, and meme current popularity.
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